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Gift Tags Quilt design by Denise M. Russart for  

Hoffman California Fabrics Warm Wishes Collection            Quilt size: 75” x 85” 
 
 Yardage Silver Colorway Gold Colorway 
Fabric 1 1 1/4 yards N7522 55S Charcoal Silver N7522 60G Hunter Gold 
Fabric 2 3/4 yard N7523 113S Frost Silver N7523 33G Cream Gold 
Fabric 3* 1 1/2 yards N7524 5S Red Silver N7524 78G Scarlett Gold 
Fabric 4 1/3 yard N7525 113S Frost Silver N7525 33G Cream Gold 
Fabric 5 1/4 yard N7526 55S Charcoal Silver N7526 60G Hunter Gold 
Fabric 6 1/3 yard N7527 55S Charcoal Silver N7527 60G Hunter Gold 
Fabric 7 2 1/2 yards N7527 113S Frost Silver G8555 20G Natural Gold 
Fabric 8 3/8 yard N7529 55S Charcoal Silver N7529 4G Black Gold 
Fabric 9 1/3 yard L7325 483S Fog Silver L7325 20G Natural Gold 
Fabric 10 1/3 yard H8821 483S Fog Silver H8821 20G Natural Gold 
Backing 5 1/2 yards Coordinate of your choice  
Additional Items:  39 large black buttons (suggested size 1.0” to 1-1/2” in diameter) 
*includes binding 
 

 WOF = Width Of  Fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge.  
 SC = Sub Cut the WOF strips into smaller sections as indicated in cutting directions. 
 RST = Right Sides Together 
 Use scant ¼” seam allowance throughout. 
 Press seams open to help reduce bulk or you could also press all seams toward the darker fabric. 
 All images below are shown in Silver Colorway 

 
 

Fabric 1:  Border # 3      Fabric 7:  Background      
Cut eight (8) strips 5.0” x WOF    Cut two (2) strips 6.5” x WOF ad 
            SC thirty-two (32) 2.5” x 6.5” 
Fabric 2:  Border 2      Cut one (1) strip 6.5” x WOF and 
Cut eight (8) strips 3.0” x WOF        SC six (6) 6.0 x 6.5” 
        Cut five (5) strips 2.5” x WOF and 
Fabric 3:  Seven Tag Blocks,  Border #1 & Binding      SC seventy-eight (78) 2.5” squares and draw  
Cut eight (8) strips 2.0” x WOF        [Border]       one diagonal line across the back of each 
Cut nine (9) strips 2.5” x WOF          [Binding]  Cut twenty (20) strips 2.5” x WOF.   
Cut two (2) strips 6.5” x WOF and        From one of the strips just cut, 
    SC into seven (7) 9.5” x 6.5”          SC two (2) 2.0” x 5.0” pieces (these pieces 
            are for the label section in the personalized 
Fabric 4:  Six Tag Blocks         gift tag) 
Cut one (1) strip 9.5” x WOF and         
     SC into six (6) 6.5” x 9.5”                  Fabric 8:  Seven Tag Blocks     
        Cut two (2) strips 6.5” x WOF and 
Fabric 5:  Four Tag Blocks         SC seven (7) 9.5” x 6.5” 
Cut one (1) strip 6.5” x WOF and 
     SC into four (4) 9.5” x 6.5”     Fabric 9:  Five Tag Blocks     
        Cut one (1) strip 9.5” x WOF and 
Fabric 6:  Three Tag Blocks and Personalized Tag      SC five (5) 6.5” x 9.5”  
Cut one (1) strip 9.5” x WOF and 
     SC three (3) 6.5” x 9.5”  then from remainder of strip Fabric 10:  Six Tag Blocks     
     SC: two (2) 1.25” x 6.0 and one (1) 4.0” x 6.5”  Cut one strip 9.5” x WOF and 
           one (1) 2.0” x 5.0” and one (1) 1.5” x 5.0”      SC six (6) 6.5 x 9.5” 
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Backing:  Cut backing fabric into two pieces, each 2+3/4 yards long.  Seam approximately 1/2” in from selvage 
edges.  Trim away selvage edges leaving approximately 1/4” seam allowance.  Seam will run vertically down 
the middle of the back of your quilt.  Set aside. 
 
Binding: Sew binding strips end to end along 45 degree diagonal line.  Trim seam allowances to ¼” and press 
seams open.  Fold binding in half and press lengthwise to make double-fold binding.  Set aside. 
 

To make all “gift tag blocks”, use all 6.5” x 9.5” patches and the 2.5” Fabric 7 squares with the 
diagonal line on the back.  Place a square RST to each of the upper corners of the block, stitch 
along the diagonal line, trim away excess layers and press seam allowance. The number of tags 
you are making for each fabric is listed above in the cutting instructions. 
 

For the personalized gift tag:  Place two 2.5” Fabric 7 squares at the top of the 4.0” x 
6.5” Fabric 6 piece.  Stitch along diagonal line, trim away excess and press seam.  
Set aside. 

 
Stitch the 1.5” x  5.0” Fabric 6 piece between two 2.0” x 5.0” Fabric 7   

 pieces.  Add the 2.0” x 5.0” Fabric 6 piece to bottom of section just  
  made.  To each side of this section add the 1.25” x 6.0” Fabric 6  
           sections.   Finally add the top tag section to the top of this block. 
Personalized your message in this block using hand or machine embroidery or Pigma Pens. 
 
Blocks are joined to each other in vertical rows.  Lay out each row of blocks as shown below.  Starting with the 
left side as row 1, all even numbered rows start and end with a tag block and have a 2.5” x 6.5” Fabric 7 piece 
between  each block.   All even numbered rows start and end with a 6.0” x 6.5” Fabric 7 piece and then have 
the 2.5” x 6.5” Fabric 7 pieces between the tag blocks. 
Row1      Row 2     Row 3      Row 4    Row 5     Row 6     Row 7 
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Using the 2.5” x WOF Fabric 7 strips, stitch two strips together end to 
end along the 45 degree angle.  Trim seam allowance and press  
seam.  Repeat with all remaining strips to make a total of 10 sections 
each two strips long.  Trim  8 of these strips 64.5” long and stitch a 
strip between each row of blocks and to left and right side of quilt.   
Trim the two remaining  strips 58.5” long and add them to top and 
bottom of blocks. 
 
Border 1:  Stitch two Fabric 3 border strips together end to end on 
the 45 degree diagonal, trim seam allowance and press.  Repeat 
with other six strips so you have four long border sections.  Cut two 
of these sections 68.5” long and add to left and right side of quilt.  
Cut remaining two borders 61.5” long and add to top and bottom. 
 
Border 2:  Join Fabric 2 border strips together the same way as 
above to make four long border sections.  Trim two border strips 
71.5” long and add to left and right side of quilt.  Trim remaining two 

strips 66.5” and add to top and bottom of quilt. 
 
Border 3:  Join Fabric 1 border strips into pairs using a straight vertical seam (NOT on the 45 degree angle) to 
make the most of your fabric.  Repeat to make a total of four long border strips.  Trim two strips 76.5” long and 
add to left and right side of quilt.   Trim remaining two borders 75.5” long and add to top and bottom. 
 
Layer, quilt and bind.   

Finally, add your buttons to the top of each gift 
tag.  You can sew them on as you would sew 
a regular button on a garment or you could tie 
them on using embroidery floss, pearl cotton 
or even thin ribbon. 
 
Enjoy! 


